Picture Books About Robots
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P Astro  Astro Boy: Our Friends the Robots
P Austin  Junkyard
P Barnett  Oh No! (Or how my science project destroyed the world)
P Brown  Sometimes I forget you're a Robot
P Boyle  Rosie & Rex: a Nose for Fun
P Burks  Beep and Bah
P Bush  Benjamin McFadden and the Robot Babysitter
P Cyrus  Motordog
P Dewan  The Sorcerer's Apprentice
P DiPucchio  Clink
P Disney  WALL-E
           WALL-E: Rogue Robots!
P Dyckman  Boy + Bot

P Gall  Awesome Dawson
P Hebson  Robots Everywhere
P Hunter  Robots Slither
P James  Baby Brains and RoboMom
P Judge  Tin
P Kiser  Buzzy Widget
P Lester  Wodney Wot’s Wobot
P Lucas  The Robot and the Bluebird
P McCall  Marveltown
P McNamara  The Three Little Aliens and the Big Bad Robot
P Meddaugh  Perfectly Martha
P Novak  The Robobots
P O’Malley  Monkey See, Monkey Do
P Oliver  Robot Dog
P Pinkney  Cosmo and the Robot
P Price  Earth Space Moon Base
P Reynolds  Snowbots
P Riddell  Wendel’s Workshop
P Robertson  Frank N Stan
P Schwab               Robert and the Robot
P Scieszka              Robot Zot!
P Shulman               Fillmore & Geary Take Off!
P Simon                   Robot Zombie Frankenstein!
                                   Robot Burphead Smartpants
P Staake             Hello, Robots!
P Tagg                  Metal Mutz
P Taylor               Robomop
P Tougas               Mechanimals
P Van Camp              Cookiebot!
P Van Dusen            Randy Riley’s Really Big Hit
P Watkins (ABC)        R is For Robot
P Weigel               Atomic Ace and the Robot Rampage
P Whybrow              Sammy and the Robots
P Yaccarino            Doug Unplugged
                                   Doug Unplugs on the Farm